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Jessica Farmer 

Monitoring Officer 

Barnet Council  

2 Bristol Ave 

London NW9 4EW 

 

Re. Data breach and communications from LB Barnet Planning Team 

 

Dear Ms Farmer,  

 

I am writing to alert you to a data breach and to ask that you conduct a full investigation.   

 

On Thursday, 21 Jan at 17:42 Ngaire Thomson, Planning Officer for LB Barnet Council, sent 

an email to a number of individuals who had registered their interest to attend a Virtual 

consultation meeting regarding a document developed by Barnet Council, the ‘Draft The 

Burroughs & Middlesex University SPD’. The consultation was to take place on MS Teams. 

 

In the process, Ngaire Thomson revealed the participants' email addresses, most of which 

were personal. (See: Attached list of participants - screenshot). This amounted to a data 

breach because there was no reason to broadcast everyone’s email address. 

  

In their email, Ms. Thomson writes,  

 

‘I have attempted to ensure that your email addresses are protected and that 

everyone does not receive the full list of attendees, as is required by GDPR, however 

if the system has not co-operated and emails are made visible please do not use this 

list for your personal purposes.’ (See attached Email 1).  

 

However, the risk of releasing email addresses could have been avoided by using proper 

procedures.  

 

On 27 January 2021, in conversation with one of the persons named in the email list 

provided, by Ngaire Thomson, I learned that my email had also been made public. 

 

On 3 February 2021, Alexander Fischbaum, who had been included in the email sent from 

Ngaire Thomson, wrote to others included in the email chain to inform them of the data 

breach. Benjamin Bowman responded by email to the whole group, and included Ngaire 

Thomson’s email to all participants. (See attached Email 2). 






